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Galway Kinnell

IN THE HOTEL OF LOST LIGHT

1

In the left-

hand sag the drunk smelling of autopsies

died in, my body slumped out

into the shape of his, I watch, as he

must have watched, a fly

tangled in mouth-glue, whining his wings,

concentrated wholly on

time, time, losing his way worse

down the downward-winding stairs, his wings

whining for life as he shrivels

in the gaze

from the spider's clasped forebrains, the abstracted stare

in which even the nightmare spatters out its horrors.

Now the fly

ceases to struggle, his wings

flutter out the music blooming with failure

of one ready to die, as Roland's horn, winding down
from the Pyrenees, saved its dark, full flourishes

for last.
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2

In the light

left behind by the little

spiders of blood who garbled

their memoirs across his shoulders

and chest, the room

echoes with the tiny thrumps

of crotch hairs plucking themselves

from their spots; on the stripped skin

the love-sick crab lice

struggle

to unstick themselves, and sprint from the doomed position —

and stop,

heads buried

for one last taste of the love-flesh.

3

Flesh

of his excavated flesh,

fill of his emptiness,

after-amanuensis of his after-life,

I write out

for him in this languished alphabet

of worms, these last words

of himself, post for him

his final postcards to posterity.
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4

"I sat out by twigfires flaring in grease strewn from the pimpled

limbs of hens,

I blacked out into oblivion by that crack in the curb where the

forget-me blooms,

I saw the ferris wheel writing its huge, desolate zeros in neon

on the evening skies,

I painted my footsoles purple for the day when the beautiful

color would show,

I staggered death-sentences down empty streets, the cobble-

stones assured me, it shall be so,

I heard my own cries for help howled for me inside bottles the

sea washed up on beaches.

I ghostwrote my prayers myself in the body-Arabic of these

nightmares.

'df the deskman knocks, griping again

about the sweet, excremental

odor of opened cadaver creeping out

from under the door, tell him. Triend, To Live

has a poor cousin,

who calls tonight, who pronounces the family name
To Leave, she

changes each visit the flesh-rags on her bones.'
"
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5

Violet bruises come out

all over his flesh, as invisible

fists start beating him a last time; the whine

of omphalos blood starts up again, the puffed

bellybutton explodes, the carnal

nightmare goes soaring back to the beginning.

6

As for the bones to be tossed

into the aceldama back of the potting shop, among

shards and lumps

which caught vertigo and sagged away

into mud, or crawled out of fire

crazed or exploded, they shall re-arise

in the pear tree, in spring, to shine down

on two clasping what they dream is one another.

As for these words scattered into the future —
posterity

is one invented too deep in its past

to hear them.
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7

The foregoing scribed down

in March, of the year Seventy,

on my sixteen-thousandth night of war and madness,

in the Hotel of Lost Light, under the freeway

which roams out into the dark

of the moon, in the absolute spell

of departure, and by the light

from the joined hemispheres of the spider's eyes.
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John Mella

ECHO ECHO

That loose plumbing & its

decomforting — a long

limpid ovula of air

stretched around 2 elbows

& halfway down to the leaky

valve on the floor below

with its alcoholic inhabitant

who just now — immersed

in the ascending gurgle

& its borborygmic

mnemograph — finds

12 empty beer bottles to cash

in — that moo
like large hollow cows

when he blows over their dusty

lips . . .

SOLAR ECLIPSE (INSTRUCTIONS)

Put a pinprick

in a sheet of white paper

large enough to let

a fish of

light

swim in . . .

the niece of the monster,

the gentle blastula

with the black skin

sliding in & out of your vision

making the doll's house

capping your head

explode

seventy light years

out to where the snake of light

holds your eyeball

by the root . . .

10



SCENE REALIZING WESTWARD

Banty rooster's shadow

across the afternoon park

then dirigibles in the shape

of kitchen implements float

steadily, noiselessly

nutritionally — one

cookie cutter under the nom

de plume of "cor unum"

leaves a shadow valentine

on a withered lilac

spray.

acorns gather into bitterness

a winterlong sunlight

& the firehouse in the sandbox

limps quickly to an imaginary

alarm, lax

simulacrums of outpatient

progress now
wane on their buttrubbed

benches in the long beercolored slants

of these warmly intended

rays.

beauty ruminates,

a hog moves under a waterfall

of featherfluted droplets,

the butcher rolls down his membranelidded

shutters, smoke

that stands up behind the leafbare

swingset holds an oaksmudge

lens, & now brilliants

fall from the hand

11



loosening toward the horizon's

underworld (slow

drab drops of sap

igneous), a device

distorts the nurse's silhouette

into a paper airplane's long exhausted glide

as she hurries toward the hour to administer

the black drug to her delirious patient.

CHASE

A ruffled hoot

a squirrel, tail

chewed over leisurely

by a tom & a couple

fat dinner guests

runs, almost falls

across 2 lawns

& one wide desperate

asphalt dandelion

pursued by shadows

of skirred cumulus clouds

in tackle formation, when

I caught up with him

it was only a weedball

blown against a wire fence,

he panted lightly

& his throat

opened to let the green

air bleed.
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Margaret Atwood

POETIC PROCESS?

I don't want to know how I write poetry. Poetry is dan-

gerous : talking too much about it, like naming your gods,

brings bad luck. I believe that most poets will go to almost

any lengths to conceal their own reluctant, scanty insights both

from others and from themselves. Paying attention to how you

do it is like stopping in the middle of any other totally involv-

ing and pleasurable activity to observe yourself suspended in

the fatal inner mirror: you may improve your so-called tech-

nique, but only at the expense of your so-called soul.

If allowance is made for the inevitable concealments and

distortions, however, one may venture a few cautious state-

ments :

1) Poems begin somewhere off the page. You hear pieces

of them, sometimes the whole poem. When you have the

equipment you write them down. If you start writing down too

soon you may lose the rest of the poem.

2) Transcribing a poem changes it. The eye has prefer-

ences also. So does the typewriter.

3) Poets seem to do a lot of fiddling around on scraps of

paper. It's practice of a kind and sometimes leads in new di-

rections, but it's distinguishable from the real thing.

4) The real thing — the feeling of immersion, possession,

something speaking through you, whatever it is — can produce
wrong poems as well as right ones. But such judgments are

for critics. Best for the poet not to worry too much about that,

or about messages or usefulness or improving peoples' minds.

13



5) The only function publishing serves for the poet, as

apart from the egoist and the careerist who usually follow him

about, is to rid him of poems he has already written so he will

have space in his head for new ones. The wastepaper basket

performs the same service, but less effectively. Not until you've

been confronted with your poem in the form of black spots on

mashed and rolled trees do you realize what has all along been

true: it isn't yours.

6) Being a poet isn't something you are or choose. It's

something that happens to you at irregular intervals and with

no guarantee it will happen again. You can disregard it when

it does happen but you can't turn it on. All you can do is wait,

and make doodles in the margins.
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Roderick Jellema

ON VACATION, TEACHING BASS

Listen, Bass,

Where is your self-respect?

I stood at your pond the last two dawns

under a dissonance of birds doing their bird-thing,

and I did my teacher-poet-at-leisure thing, my fisherman-thing,

but you weren't doing your bass-thing at all.

I don't mind not existing; I know

Tm like anti-matter poking around, or God. Okay.

But the colors and shapes I whirred through your world

on taut and transparent lines

were images, meant to do something,

programmed through your genes for millions of years.

Look. When you see that wounded wobble of red and white

stripes

that I call a daredevil lure, you're supposed to lunge

and strike — or at least get curious and follow.

But on expert casts and retrieves (just the right flash,

vibration, and turning) I could see down there some thirty of

you

shrug in your fishy way without the slightest shock of

recognition.

Wake up! Have you no collective unconscious?

Take my Mepps Anglia #2 Spinner (which none of you did

take)

:

it was assaulting two of your senses at once (not to mention

your watery dreams), it was 'the feel and body
of the awareness that it presents' — and there you stood,

slowly waving pectoral fins,

as though you were trying to think, like pre-engineers.

A lure should not mean, but be!
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The only three of you I caught were dullards

who went for fat, stock-response, mere-prosey worms.

One more thing. When I set my hook and get you on the line,

don't just go limp and come up unastonished. Tug,

seize it and run with the line

(I keep the drag on my reel set light; you can hear it sing),

break the water with a leap, twist and shimmy in air,

arc and dive deep. Keep tugging. Damn it, that's your instinct!

Next time we will talk about fly-casting,

maddening colors like stars on the top of your world.

Try to get yourselves open.

Bass dismissed.

DAVEY FALLING

On that day the boy shall come down at dusk

from the vacant hill, pulling his battered kite

over the ice-patched road, letting it scrape

and break. Behind the yellow

weeping windows of the kitchen

the soup shall whisper grace.

He shall smell his clean hands

and sit down between small songs his sisters.

Their forks shall chime together to ring the plates.

As easy as the blowing of steam from their cups

shall be the naming of the day's things.

His mother's fingers shall free a slow dance

in his shoulder-bone; his father's words

shall trust like the eyes of his English setter,

shall lay him down to sleep, and he

shall know, years later, always,

at any tugging of a line or string, shall know

that he had almost gotten home.
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BECAUSE I NEVER LEARNED THE NAMES OF
FLOWERS

It is moonlight and white where

I slink away from my cat-quiet blue rubber truck

and motion myself to back it up to your ear.

I peel back the doors of the van and begin

to hushload into your sleep

the whole damned botanical cargo of Spring.

Sleeper, I whisk you

Trivia and Illium, Sweet Peristalsis, Flowering Delirium.

Sprigs of Purple Persiflage and Lovers' Leap, slips of Redeye

stick in my hair. I gather clumps of Timex,

handfuls of Buttertongues, Bellybuttons, and Bluelets.

I come with Trailing Nebula, I come with Late-Blooming Para-

dox,

with Creeping Pyromania, Pink Apoplex, and Climbing Solar

Plexis,

whispering: Needlenose, Juice Cup, Godstem, Nexus, Sex-us,

Condominium.
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RECONCILIATION

The punishment was always just

to be alone. Its only sentence was voices

through the window and floor of my room. It was the light

holding on till talk ran down with the sky toward darkness and

sleep.

For the life of us, we didn't have words

at our house. (Love was clean clothes, the porch light.) So

forgiveness is a trip through heat, a night thick with air

getting cooler and blacker, fumes of engine droning under feet,

slamming doors, horns, night people I heard

and never saw, gravity leaning me right and then left

over sudden pools of streetlight. It is crunch and ping

of gravel under tires, a farm barking soft and clear, me

drowsing in the night's skin. I do not want to break it, I only

stir

a moment against my father's fresh shirt blurred green by dash

lights —
then drift again his daydream of lifting a son from damp-

rumpled sheets, the tightened arms of two making both of us

one and half-asleep down the steps and over the grass.

The waves on the bay have been nudging our shoreline awake,

but I only come back, eyes full of light, at the ice cream store:

mica, ice cream, white shirt, star.

I want you to know.

This is the nodding sense I pilgrim for

when I stammer forgive me
and shut out all the words.
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Marvin Bell

OBSESSIVE

It could be a clip, it could be a comb;

it could be your mother, coming home.

It could be a rooster; perhaps it's a comb;

it could be your father, coming home.

It could be a paper; it could be a pin.

It could be your childhood, sinking in.

The toys give off the nervousness of age.

It's useless pretending they aren't finished:

faces faded, unable to stand,

buttons lost down the drain during baths.

Those were the days we loved down there,

the soap disappearing as the water spoke,

saying, it could be a wheel, maybe a pipe;

it could be your father, taking his nap.

Legs propped straight, the head tilted back;

the end was near when he could keep track.

It could be the first one; it could be the second;

the father of a friend just sickened and sickened.
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John McKernan.

PROTEST AGAINST BIRDS

Always in my dreams of the cork

Finding its way into antique

Bottles of cod liver oil, I

Take fright at the tinny routine

Of the sparrows in the plum trees.

They try and take it over. Why
Will they not go back in the stew

I had been cooking them in? Why
Will they not turn themselves into

Cancerous sores on the tree? Why
Do they always think they make

Far better entertainment than

The soap blizzard or the blind sheep

Feeding peroxide to elephants

In robes? You'd think that dead asleep

And lonely as I seldom am
In life I might get a chance

To pick the horrors I am
Entitled to. But no. Birds.
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Greg Kuzma

AFTER THE ARGUMENT

I sit wait for you to come home.

This poem is how I wait.

You are gone minutes,

now hours.

The air you shook

with your fists

is limp in the corners.

But I proud

prop myself up with books,

'"All the books I always wanted

to read."

Since we're married there's

no time. My excuse. So there,

I will amuse myself.

What do you look like?

How has anger remade you?

What streets do you remember

of the streets we have come from?

How do your lovers return to you,

on sweet breath?

It's being in prison with

all this dead end time.

When you come back we will

forgive each other.

Maybe I'll never ask you

where you went. It will

be your secret, like what

you feel when the grocer

puts his arm around you

and jokes.

What do you look like?

I have almost forgotten.

21



When you return I will provide

for you. I promise. I will

stop yelling at you. I will

stop screwing up my face

when you trip on words or things.

At night I will rake sleep

over you. Mornings I will

climb up the tree of morning

and declare the day sweet.

Each day will be sweet.

NIGHTCRAWLERS

I slip into the lamb soft

sweat shirt and Dad
has his hands full of flashlight

cigarette and worm can

so we both go out

to turn off the water sprinkler

on the front lawn

which we'll "hit" later

then sneak out toward the back

where the water's been shut off

for a couple hours

and there under the stars

waddle inch by inch

picking the fat ones

out of the grass

like great fat pieces

of pink spaghetti

22



DAD, FISHING

He stood knee deep in the river

not knowing what would happen.

This was his secret

if he had any —
he kept all the avenues open,

he didn't lean on anything too hard.

When it rained he ran for cover

and listened to it rain;

when the sun came out

he went fishing again.

The fish he caught were terrific.
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Tomas Transtromer

I ARBETETS UTKANTER

Mitt under arbetet

borjar vi langta vilt efter vild gronska,

efter Ddemarken sjalv, bara genomtrangd

av telefontradarnas tunna civilisation.

Sf-

Fritidens mane kretsar kring planeten Arbete

med dess massa och tyngd. — Det ar sa de vill ha det.

Nar vi ar pa hemvag spetsar marken oronen.

Underjorden lyssnar pa oss via grasstrana.

*

Ocksa den har arbetsdagen finns en privat stillhet.

Som i ett rokigt inland dar en kanal gar:

BATEN visar sig ovantat mitt i trafiken

eller glider fram bakom fabriken, en vit lulFare.

*

En sondag gar jag forbi ett omalat nybygge

som star framfor en gra vattenyta.

Det ar halvfardigt. Traet har samma ljusa farg

som skinnet pa en som badar.

a-

Utanfor lamporna ar septembernatten alldeles svart.

Nar bgonen vanjer sig ljusnar det nagot

over marker dar stora sniglar glider fram

och svamparna ar talrika som stjarnorna.

24



ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF WORK

In the midst of work

we begin to long for wild vegetation,

for the Wilderness itself,

with its thin civilization of telephone wires.

*

The moon of leisure circles the planet Work,

its mass, its weight. That's how they like it.

As we go home, the grass pricks up its ears.

The underworld listens through the grassblades.

*

Also, inside this workday there's a secret calm.

As in a land of canals and mist,

a boat will appear in the midst of traffic

or glide behind the factory, a white vagrant.

a-

One Sunday I pass an unpainted building

standing over the gray surface of the water.

It is half-finished. The wood is the same light color

as the skin of someone bathing.

Beyond the lamplight, the September night is perfectly black.

When our eyes adjust, it grows a little brighter

over the fields where great snails glide

and the mushrooms are plentiful as stars.

25



OM HISTORIEN

I

En dag i mars gar jag ner till sjon och lyssnar.

Isen ar lika bla som himlen. Den bryter upp under solen.

Solen som ocksa viskar i en mikrofon under istacket.

Det kluckar och jaser. Och nagon tycks ruska ett lakan

langt ute.

Alltihop liknar Historien; vart NU. Vi ar nedsankta, vi lyssnar.

II

Konferenser som flygande oar sa nara att storta . . .

Sedan: en ling darrande bro av kompromisser.

Dar ska hela trafiken ga, under stjarnorna,

under de ofoddas bleka ansikten,

utkastade i tomrummet, anonyma som risgryn.

III

Goethe reste i Afrika 1926 forkladd till Gide och sag allt.

Nigra ansikten blir tydligare av allt de fir se efter doden.

Nar dagsnyheterna frin Algeriet lastes upp

framtradde ett stort hus dar alia fonster var morklagda,

alia utom ett. Och dar sig man Dreyfus' ansikte.

IV

Radikal och Reaktionar lever tillsammans som i ett olyckligt

aktenskap,

formade av varann, beroende av varann.

Men vi som ar deras barn miste bryta oss loss.

Varje problem ropar pi sitt eget sprik.

Gi som en spirhund dar sanningen trampade!

26



HISTORY

I

One day in March I go down to the sea and listen.

The ice is blue as the sky. It stirs under the sun.

Under the ice, the sun whispers into a microphone.

It clucks and seethes. In the distance, someone is shaking out

laundry.

All of this is like History: our NOW. We are submerged, we

are listening.

II

Conferences like flying islands, about to fall . . .

Then a long trembling bridge of compromise,

where all the traffic crosses, under the stars,

under the unborn pale faces,

flung out in the void, anonymous as rice.

III

In 1926, Goethe toured Africa disguised as Gide and saw

everything.

Some faces grow clearer with all they see after death.

When the daily news from Algeria was read,

a great house appeared; all its windows were dark,

all but one. And there was the face of Dreyfus.

IV

Radical and Reactionary are a miserable married couple,

shaping each other, depending on each other.

But we who are their children must break loose.

Each problem shouts in its own language.

Go like a bloodhound on the scent of truth!

27



V

Ute i terrangen inte langt fran bebyggelsen

ligger sedan manader en kvarglomd tidning, full av handelser.

Den aldras genom natter och dagar i regn och sol,

pa vag att bli en planta, ett kalhuvud, pa vag att forenas med
marken.

Liksom ett minne langsamt forvandlas till dig sjalv.

SKISS I OKTOBER

Bogserbaten ar fraknig av rost. Vad gor den bar sa langt inne

i landet?

Den ar en tung, slocknad lampa i kylan.

Men traden bar vilda farger: signaler till andra stranden.

Som om nagra ville bli bamtade.

Pa vag bem ser jag blacksvamparna skjuta upp genom

grasmattan.

De ar de bjalpsokande fingrarna pa en

som snyftat lange for sig sjalv i morkret dar nere.

Vi ar jordens.

28



V

Out in the field not far from the settlement

a newspaper lies for months, still full of news.

It ages through nights and days, in rain and sun,

becoming a plant, a cabbage, starting to join the earth,

like a memory slowly changing into you.

SKETCH IN OCTOBER

The tugboat is freckled with rust. What's it doing so far

inland?

It is a heavy lamp, extinguished by the cold.

But the trees have wild colors: signals to other shores.

As if some wanted to be rescued.

On my way home I see horsetail mushrooms shoot up through

the lawn.

They are the fingers of someone seeking help, someone

who has wept a long time for himself down there in the dark.

We belong to the earth.

translated by David Walker
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Michael Benedikt

METERING

''Metering is not only becoming increasingly central to the

functioning of the modern economy, but is today increasingly

beginning to penetrate the public philosophy. Indeed, metering

must inevitably become increasingly widespread throughout so-

ciety, as the methods and subjects of contemporary metering

practise gradually grow more diverse." I read that first line in

the textbook and then snapped it shut. But then I started to

think about it: here in the United States of America we meter

the mail by weight and you pay a lump sum for a city bus or

train-ride; but in England all domestic correspondence travels

for fivepence and they calculate every inch of your train or bus

mileage. And in France, this anomaly exists: the busses are

metered, the trains aren't; and I forget about the mail. In Ger-

many in 1931 they discovered the Goosestep, an ingenious

method of metering the military footstep. I read somewhere

that recently, in Spain, they've begun to meter Mother's Milk.

The result is an entire generation of starved children, with

bruised noses and startled expressions on their faces. What are

things coming to? I just remember that the other day I was in

Italy, sitting on a couch with both hands inside the blouse

bosom of my girlfriend's best friend, when suddenly I felt

something hard. "What's that?" I said, making light conversa-

tion. " I sincerely hope it isn't a malignant tumor!" "No," she

smiled back, "don't worry; it's a meter. This is known through-

out Italy, especially in Southern Italy, as a Feel-o-meter. Don't

tell me. Signore, they don't have them in your country!" she

added. "Oh yes, certainly," I said, "that explains all those

ladies jumping back when you try to kiss them in secret," I said.

"Tell me," I added, "Here in Italy, do you pay with a coin

or a token?" "Coin," she said, stretching out on the couch.

"But where is the slot," I asked. She cast her eyes down to the

ground, then looked up: "Silly boy," she said, "sometimes I

think you really don't know even the very first thing about

metering."
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THE HEIGHT OF CHIVALRY

Also, he had what you might call a rather unique method

of tipping his hat: meeting a lady, he would bend forward from

his ankles, leaning out at an angle, tilting over further and fur-

ther, until finally he would collapse in a heap on the floor in

front of her.

HOW TO MAKE LOVE TO AN OLDER WOMAN

Older women are supposed to be more experienced than

everybody else is in matters of passion; but I really didnT ex-

pect what just happened to me to happen. Here is exactly what

I found out about making love to an older woman. First she

takes you to the foot of a big elm tree. She reaches into the

lower branches and disentangles a long silk rope ladder. Then

she tells you to climb into her treehouse, and to "Take care.'"

Then, pulling out a tiny lace handkerchief to signal with, a

handkerchief embroidered with a needlepoint picture of ""Sally,""

the chief performing electric eel at the Barnum and Bailey Circus,

she begins to signal to a passing dirigible. Then, while it hov-

ers overhead, you and this experienced lady climb in. Then she

gives you the best private oral instructions on how to drive a

dirigible you have ever had, while exciting herself surrepti-

tiously by shuffling through a private collection of irresistible

French postcards picturing Japanese-manufactured steam-

shovels painted all colors of the rainbow. The crew, of course,

keeps discreetly out of sight. Fortunately, too; because the

next thing you know she is standing in the captain"s chair nude

from the waist up, and also from the waist down. And then

. . . and then ... (I can hardly bring myself to say it, it"s so ex-
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citing) she puts on a transparent lace hoopskirt over a suit of

rusty armor I To you, she offers a sort of duncecap with a half-

moon on it, and a magic wand. And then, while the dirigible

goes careening crazily through the stratosphere, with her pet

monkey at the controls, she increases the level of excitement by

showing you several of the original Mickey Mouse cartoons

dating from around 1939. To add even a little more "'atmo-

sphere," as she calls it, she shows them using a child's toy pro-

jector with a battery-powered bulb but worked by a crank. What

happens next, when the movies are over, shows the most ex-

perience of all! When she says something friendly regarding

moles, you find you are both unable to contain yourselves! You

jump straight into bed, and there you spend some more time

doing still other stranger things to one another.
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Zbigniew Herbert

IN THE CLEARING

In the clearing under the tree Johann Caspar Lavater waits

I recognized him by his stand-up collar and the mildew on his

lips

it's quite late we have to hurry

by ship? I ask you and he pointed with his cane The sun

went out The stars came closer and began to hiss

we ran over the steps where the mob was standing barefoot

mouths gaping through mouse-hole crystal halls

and empty frames like poked out eyes right up to the hat box

Lavater gave me his hand Til never forget his touch

we climbed the cotton ladder heckling all the way
behind us the fire pounding I saw his shoulder and purple jacket

then the fall: someone paging quickly through a foto album

I came to on the gray sea my mouth full of hair

the fire on its back its skull smashed

Lavater was smaller than usual

puttering about the coffin filling it with water plants

we sat down in it and the usual trip began
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SHE PUT HER HAIR

She put her hair up

in front of the mirror before going to sleep

That took a long long time Between the one

movement and the next of the arm at the elbow

ages passed Softly from her hair

soldiers of the III Legion fell Holy Ludwig and his crusaders

the artillerists of Verdun

With strong fingers

she fastened the halo over her head

That took so long

that when she finally

began her shaky

march at me
my heart obedient for so long

stopping

thick grains of salt

appearing on my skin
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THE MISSING KNOT

Clytemnestra opens the window mirrors herself in the pane

to put her new hat on Agememnon stands in the anteroom

lights

a cigarette waits for his wife Aegisthos comes in at the gate

He doesn't know that Agememnon came home late last night

They

meet on the stairs Clytemnestra suggests they go to the theater

From now on they'll be going out a lot together

Electra works in the co-operative Orestes studies pharmacology

Soon he'll marry his scatter-brained co-worker with the pale

complexion and eyes continually filled with tears

translated by Stuart Friebert
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\M. S. Merwin

THE BROKEN

The spiders started out to go with the wind on its pilgrim-

age. At that time they were honored among the invisibles —
more sensitive than glass, lighter than water, purer than ice.

Even the lightning spoke well of them, and it seemed as though

they could go anywhere. But as they were travelling between

cold and heat, cracks appeared in them, appeared in their limbs,

and they stopped, it seemed they had to stop, had to leave the

company of the wind for a while and stay in one place until

they got better, moving carefully, hiding, trusting to nothing.

It was not long before they gave up trying to become whole

again, and instead undertook to mend the air. Neither life nor

death, they said, would slip through it any more.

After that they were numbered among the dust — makers

of ghosts.

The wind never missed them. There were still the clouds.
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Ray Amorosi

BRUEGEL: AVARITIA

a jackal dumps gold in your coffin

you finger the coins in

your lap keeping that square face

daughter of the frog

townsmen approach to barter

their last plates for a sack

of flour even the wind-mill

has been seized you needn't

touch anything the flags are burning

the houses a few enter oil

barrels for rest someone has

hidden a basket of corn

under a tree what advance

is there the dying nibble on your paper

BRUEGEL: THE TEMPTATION OF SAINT ANTHONY

birds stand out of jars

a monk in your mouth the joyous

with full loads of fish

sail through your ear

no one has heard

the trees barely hiding

the hunters

it is a migration small towns

are passed a man sits holding

his woman the caged

lie still and your head follows

after the King's Great Barge
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Dennis Schmitz

SIR FRANCIS DRAKE'S CIRCUMNAVIGATION
OF THE EARTH: HIS LANDING IN CALIFORNIA

I

we came here for repairs

only, the long kiss of rust

in the anchor-chains & cabin

metals, even mugs our lips print

with tarnished love,

alone with what we live by,

wedded to breath-

soaked wreckage, two-thirds water

we wander finger & arm

into our flesh, land

in a seven-day world

its roof of birds & daily walls

dividing our lives dried of sleep

as a sailor's dream, the first

day we dig oysters, drag

stores up the estuary & pray

God dress the dilated

solitude with proper beasts

tame as the breath we draw

in threads through this foreign

tapestry, a devoted summer has closed

the ditches with bind-weed & mends

the crumpled bottomland

with bits of color, our melancholy

carpenter in tears trims firs

for spars tries to memorize

the countersign this land leaves

in the drooling rings.
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II

seals & Indians suffer

go wounded with the lost

harpoon scanning the dark skins

for the direction of the blood

& the bones that move

out like sandbars in the shallow

waves of the skull:

how long since the great

white gods landed & we
listened unable to think what

we called ourselves, who blended

us soft as curd in the quivering

pouch of the mother,

made the seal dog for our drowned

brother, out of breath

& unable to hunt for himself,

how can we reply — your voice breaks

off in our mouths when we repeat

your questions, flickering palm

is the sign for seal or fish

for man our hands are crippled

with heavy seccrets.

if we answer it will be with our eyes

drifting like jellyfish

on the death-swell, self-stung

for what they saw.
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Ill

a cupful to drink

from the uncovered eye. not the ocean

its small solids that drain

away to the bottom when the memory

bends to taste nor English

marshes weighed in place

with winter fogs & rank blooms

suffocating the sheep-folds

lip to lip over the laths

too much alive like tumors:

what can we pray to

who have evolved in this voyage

from the flesh & can't follow Drake

in his despair spreading

spare canvas every night to catch

dew when his new casks split

like saints' bodies with that excess

of another world, every day

the wind unravels

land-smells from the sailor's

nose until the lungs are caught

paired ancient animals the shut

Ark of his skull forced

to swim, the sea is our new country

& the senses crawl slowly

over the surface not heavy

enough to sink.
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Tom V. Schmidt

IN THE GARDEN

On my knees

thinning the spinach

I hear heavy sighing

behind me.

It's Emerson in the potatoes,

filling his pail.

I refrain from asking:

What are you doing in there?

A bouquet of spinach

in my fist like a pledge

I stand and walk toward him, saying:

But those Russetts aren't ready yet!

His mouth opens.

Instead of words his breath

reaches me across the garden,

the spinach rustling

in the wind of his Spirit,

green flags

before a rainstorm.

When the wind subsides

he is gone but for

his half-filled pail

and Yankee coat on the ground

turned inside out

like a dirty stocking.

If you asked me a week ago

I'd have told you

Emerson's the last famous poet

I thought I'd ever meet.
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William Stafford

TOGETHER AGAIN

When I drive, every bridge is

a gift, and the power that swoops

the wires is ready to let go.

The little car radio drinks and drinks

whatever comes true out of the sky.

Were our lost ones ever to come

home, and be hale, all four of my
own would come, the center a place

again and the hiss of the river past

a bit of grass the only sound, our whole lives —

And drama enough, this time.
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GLIMPSE BETWEEN BUILDINGS

Now that the moon is out of a job

it has an easy climb, these nights,

finds an empty farm where a family could live,

slides wide over the forest — all those

million still violins before they are

carved —, and follows those paths only air

ever uses. I feel my breath follow

those aisles and stumble on the moon
deep in forest pools. . . .

Moon, you old unsinkable submarine,

leaf admirer, be partly mine,

guide me tonight along city streets.

Help me do right.
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David Ray

IN GREECE
For Samuel

We ignore the barbed wire

from an old war.

The donkeys bray all night.

My son is the first man
to see the holy moon,

the wrinkled sea

that will shipwreck

no saint tonight.

'Tt's the right moon," he says.

He is my friend.

I lift him high, so high.

A few flowers survive.
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Richard Sommer

THE FIRST PLANET AFTER HER DEATH

A dog lopes across a meadow

taking a lot of time to get there,

wherever it thinks it is going.

It is not going anywhere, this dog

(watching it from a great way

to one side, one side of what?

one side of the field, watching

its hind legs coming down each time

a little to the left of the front,

tracking a little to one side)

this dog taking a very long time

to make it over, the whole field,

sometimes loping through grass

almost tall enough to hide him

then being gone from the field,

the sun going down, the stars

crossing overhead and being gone

in turn, crossing the grass field.
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Gary Gildner

HEART ATTACK

The day

my father's heart attacked

and knocked him down

in Michigan,

I was pulling huskies

off a woodchuck

in a thicket up in Canada —
he'd turned to make a stand,

having lost his balance.

There was nothing left

except the claws,

a rag of fur,

and blood,

like makeup,

on the lead dog's smiling

stuffed toy face.

Later,

when I got the call

from home,

they told me not to worry —

he was plugged in

to the best machine, and a nurse's eyes

were on him

day and night.

I downed

two shots of bourbon, felt

my chest contract,

and then
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at fifteen thousand feet

I watched a blonde

with fuzz above her lip

pass out pin-on wings

to balding lovers

buckled in the belly.

Then I slept,

dreaming that we touched

down in Flint,

where I found him

wired

to a television set.

The doctor said,

^"We call this level line his heart."

I was afraid

to shake his hand,

the hand

that showed me how to hold

a hammer,

and sat down;

his nails,

shiny as a baby's,

lay between us.

Overhead, the chalkline hummed

in blue.

Fifteen minutes passed.

I tried to kiss him

but I couldn't move my lips.



''Remember the day

I kicked snow in your face?

How you squealed!

And I kept thinking you meant

go faster — faster
—

"

The nurse reared up
— "Go easy" —
then sat back

and rolled her eyes,

as if she'd heard that story too!

He lowered his voice — a good boy

and whispered

he couldn't stand

or breathe without feeling

the ice

coming up in his lungs —

and falling,

falling into head-high drifts

he wished

for something warm to wear . . .

and grabbed

my hunting shirt.

I woke —
we were on the ground.

A girl's hand

was pinned against my chest,

and she was crying, "Please,

oh please let go —

"



Eugene Ruggles

THINKING OF THE WAR

There are fires in northern Canada

that have been burning for years.

Uncontrollable, and far out of reach.

They feed back and forth on the tundra,

their flanks torn open by swamps,

followed by packs of cold and darkness.

They drink up the sound of any wind,

leaving the silence of burnt ash

to fertilize the dead grass after them.

Their smoke hovers behind like a huge ear

and moves on dragging a shade without trees.

Shavings of hair gather about the stumps.

They can be reached only by airplane.

Or by learning how to sleep here, tonight,

in this light swaying always above our nation.
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Rafael Alberti

ESE CABALLO ARDIENDO FOR LAS
ARBOLEDAS PERDIDAS
Elegia A Fernando Villalon

(1881-1930
)

Se ha comprobado el horror de unos zapatos n'gidos contra la

ultima tabla de un cajon destinado a limitar por espacio de

poco tiempo la invasion de la tierra,

de esa segunda tierra que solo habla del cielo por lo que oye

a las raices,

de esa que solo sale a recoger la luz cuando es herida por los

picos,

cortada por las palas

o requerida por las uhas de esas fieras y pajaros que prefieren

que el sueho de los muertos haga caer la luna sobre hoyos

de sangre.

Dejad las azoteas,

evitad los portazos y el llanto de ese niho para quien las ropas

de los rincones son fantasmas movibles.

,^Tu que sabes de esto,

de lo que sucede cuando sobre los hombros mas duros se dobla

una cabeza y de un clavo en penumbra se desprende el ay

mas empolvado de una guitarra en olvido?

ti que se te importa que de un alamo a otro salte un estoque

solitario o que una banderilla de fuego haga volar la orilla

izquierda de un arroyo y petrifique el grito de los alcara-

vanes?

Estas cosas yo solo las comprendo

y mas aun a las once y veinte de la mahana.

Parece que fue ayer.

Y es que este fue uno de los enterrados con el reloj de plata

en el bolsillo bajo del chaleco,

para que a la una en punto desaparecieran las islas.
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THAT BURNING HORSE IN THE LOST FORESTS
(Elegy for Fernando Villalon, 1881-1930)

Proven: the horror of a pair of stiff shoes against the last board

of a box destined to delay the invasion of earth for awhile,

the earth that hears what it knows about heaven by listening to

roots,

the earth that seems to gather in light only when wounded by

picks,

cut up by shovels,

or clawed by beasts and birds that prefer the sleep of the dead

make the moon come to an end over graves of blood.

Leave the flat roofs alone,

avoid the banging of doors and the cries of a child for whom
clothes in a corner are shifting phantoms.

What do you know about any of this,

about what happens when a head slumps down on the broadest

of shoulders or about what happens when a nail in shadow

loosens the dustiest sigh from a forgotten guitar?

What does it matter to you that a lonely sword jumps from one

poplar to another or that a fiery banderilla flies from the

left bank of a brook and turns the bittern's cry to stone?

Only I understand these things

and what is more, at eleven-twenty in the morning.

It seems like only yesterday.

And that this was somebody buried with a silver watch in his

lower vest pocket,

which meant that at one the islands would vanish.
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para que a las dos en punto a los toros mas negros se les vol-

viera blanca la cabeza,

para que a las ties en punto una bala de plomo perforara la

hostia solitaria expuesta en la custodia de una iglesia

perdida en el cruce de dos veredas: una camino de un
prostibulo y otra de un balneario de aguas minerales

(y el reloj sobre el muerto),

para que a las cuatro en punto la crecida del rio colgara de una

cana el esqueleto de un pez aferrado al pernil de un panta-

lon perteneciente a un marino extranjero,

para que a las cinco en punto un sapo extraviado entre las le-

gumbres de una huerta fuera partido en dos por la entrada

imprevista de una rueda de coche volcado en la cuneta,

para que a las seis en punto las vacas abortadas corrieran a es-

trellarse contra el furgon de cola de los trenes expresos,

para que a las siete en punto los hombres de las esquinas

apunalaran a esa muchacha ebria que por la puerta falsa

sale a arrojar al centro de la calle cascaras de mariscos y

huesos de aceitunas

(y el reloj sobre el muerto),

para que a las ocho en punto cinco gatos con las orejas cortadas

volcaran el vinagre y los espejos de los pasillos se agrie-

taran de angustia,

para que a las nueve en punto en la arena desierta de las plazas

una mano invisible subrayara el lugar donde a las cuatro y

siete de la tarde habia de ser cogido de muerte un bander-

illero,

para que a las diez en punto por los corredores sin luz a una

mujer llorosa se le apagaran las cerillas y al noroeste de un

islote perdido un barco carbonero viera pasar los ojos de

todos los ahogados

(y el reloj sobre el muerto),

para que a las once en punto dos amigos situados en distintos

lugares de la tierra se equivocaran de domicilio y murieran

de un tiro en el escalon decimonono de una escalera.
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and at two the heads of the blackest bulls would turn white,

and at three a lead bullet would pierce the lonely host left out

in the reliquary of a church lost at the crossing of two

paths: one going to a whorehouse, the other to a health

resort

(and the watch on the dead man),

which meant that at four the swollen river carrying the skeleton

of a fish hooked to the pantleg of a foreign sailor would

flow past a reed,

and at five a toad lost among vegetables in a garden would be

cut in two by the unexpected entry of a wheel from a cart

capsized in a ditch,

and at six some unhappy cows would hurl themselves against

the caboose of an express train,

and at seven some men on a street corner would stab a drunken

girl stepping outside her door to throw clamshells and olive

pits into the street

(and the watch on the dead man),

which meant that at eight five cats with cropped ears would

knock over the vinegar and hallway mirrors would crack

with anguish,

and at nine in the deserted sand of the bullring an invisible

hand would mark the spot where at 4:07 in the afternoon

a banderillero would be gored to death,

and at ten no matches would light for a weeping woman in a

dark hallway and northwest of a lost island a tanker would

see the eyes of all the drowned pass by

(and the watch on the dead man),

which meant that at eleven two friends in different parts of the

world would mistakenly enter the wrong house and be shot

to death on the nineteenth step of a stair.
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y para que a las doce en punto a mi se me paralizara la sangre y
con los parpados vueltos me encontrara de subito en una
cisterna alumbrada tan solo por los fuegos fatuos que des-

prenden los femures de un nino sepultado junto a la veta

caliza de una piedra excavada a mas de quince metros bajo

el nivel del mar.

Eh, eh!

Por aqui se sale a los planetas desiertos,

a las charcas amarillentas donde hechas humo flotan las pala-

bras heladas que nunca pudo articular la lengua de los

vivos.

Aqm se desesperan los ecos mas inmoviles.

He perdido mi jaca.

Pero es que yo vengo de las puertas a medio entornar,

de las habitaciones oscuras donde a media voz se sortean los

crimenes mas tristes,

de esos desvanes donde las manos se entumecen al encontrar de

pronto el origen del desfallecimiento de toda una familia.

Sf,

pero yo he perdido mi jaca

y mi cuerpo anda buscandome por el sudoeste

y hoy llega el tren con dos mil anos de retraso

y yo no se quien ha quemado estos olivos.

Adios.
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which meant that at twelve my own blood would freeze and

with my eyes wide open I would suddenly find myself in

a well lit only by luminous fumes rising from the thigh

bones of a child buried beside a vein of limestone more

than fifty feet below sea-level.

Ah yes! Ah yes!

Here is where one leaves for deserted planets,

for yellow ponds where frozen words that the tongues of the

living could never utter float like smoke.

Here the strongest echoes despair.

I have lost my horse.

But it's because I come from half-open doors,

from dark places where the worst crimes are being plotted with

soft voices,

from lofts where hands go numb on suddenly finding the reason

for the wasting away of a whole family.

Yes,

but I have lost my horse

and my body walks through the southwest looking for me
and today the train arrives two thousand years late

and I don't know who has burned these olive trees.

Goodbye.

translated by Mark Strand
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Galway Kinnell

POETRY, PERSONALITY, AND DEATH

In this little poem by Stephen Crane, I find an image which
stands as the portrait of us all:

In the desert

I saw a creature, naked, bestial.

Who squatting upon the ground.
Held his heart in his hands.

And ate of it.

I said, ^Ts it good, friend?"

"It is bitter — bitter," he answered;
"But I like it

Because it is bitter.

And because it is my heart."

The poetry of this century is marked by extreme self-absorp-

tion. So we have even a "school" of self-dissection, the so-

called confessional poets, who sometimes strike me as being in-

terested in their own experience to the exclusion of everyone

else's. Even Robert Lowell, in Life Studies — that rich, lively

book which remains more fascinating than all but a few of the

books of its time — puts me off somewhat by the strange pride

— possibly the pride by which the book lives — that he takes

in his own suffering.

I was on a bus some years ago, when a man suddenly

spoke up in a loud, pained voice: "You don't know how I suf-

fer! No one on this bus suffers the way I do!" Somebody in

the back called out, "Rent a hall!" Someone else said, "Do you

want to borrow my crutches?" and actually produced a pair of

crutches and offered them across the aisle. The man tapped his

knee and looked out the window with an exasperated expres-

sion, as if to say, "I wish there weren't so many nuts riding the

busses." What I would like to find in poetry, as on that bus, is

one who could express the pain of everyone.

Robert Bly's poems often seem liberated from this self-

absorbed, closed ego. In his first two books Bly avoids specific

autobiographical detail almost entirely. Though he speaks in
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the first person about intimate feelings, the self has somehow

been erased. The is not any particular person, a man like

the rest of us, who has sweated, cursed, loathed himself, hated,

envied, been cold-hearted, mean, frightened, unforgiving, ambi-

tious, and so on. Rather it is a person of total mental health,

an ideal “X" who has more in common with ancient Chinese

poets than with anyone alive in the United States today. This

would be a blessing for all of us if Bly had really succeeded in

"Transcending'' personality in his poetry. But I think he has

not. He simply has not dealt with it. He has been vehement

about getting rid of old poeticisms, and this he has done: his

poetry is, indeed, contemporary; it is his role as poet he has

borrowed out of old literature.

This borrowed self, this disguise, may be deliberate, the

consequence of a theory of impersonality. It seems to spring,

too, from a compulsive need for secrecy, from the poet's re-

luctance to reveal himself in his poems. Consider this poem,

"The Busy Man Speaks":

Not to the mother of solitude will I give myself
Away, not to the mother of love, nor to the mother of

conversation.

Nor to the mother of art, nor the mother
Of tears, nor the mother of the ocean;
Not to the mother of sorrow, nor the mother
Of the downcast face, nor the mother of the suffering

of death;

Not to the mother of the night full of crickets.

Nor the mother of the open fields, nor the mother of

Christ.

But I will give myself to the father of righteousness, the
father

Of cheerfulness, who is also the father of rocks.
Who is also the father of perfect gestures;
From the Chase National Bank
An arm of flame has come, and I am drawn
To the desert, to the parched places, to the landscape of

zeros;

And I shall give myself away to the father of righteous-
ness.
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The stones of cheerfulness, the steel of money, the father
of rocks.

The individual lines are strong; yet the poem as a whole

leaves me unsatisfied, as do all poems which divide men into

two kinds. Someone less unwilling to reveal himself might have

reversed the positives and negatives. But if Bly had said, "To
the mother of solitude will I give myself/ Away, to the mother

of love . . . then he would, perhaps, have been obliged, in the

second stanza, to say, "^And yet I give myself, also, to the father

of righteousness. . . Speaking in his own voice, the voice

of a complicated individual, he would have been forced to be

lucid regarding his own ambiguous allegiances. Bly stumbles

as if through fear into setting up this simplified persona, the

^'busy man."

A persona has its uses, and also its dangers. In theory, it

would be a way to get past the self, to dissolve the barrier be-

tween poet and reader. Writing in the voice of another, the

poet would open himself to that person. All that would be re-

quired would be for the reader to make the same act of sympa-

thetic identification, and, in the persona, poet and reader would

meet as one. Of course, for the poem to be interesting, the

persona would have to represent a central facet of the poebs

self; the kind of thing Browning's dramatic monologues do very

well, prose fiction does much better.

In the voice of J. Alfred Prufrock, Eliot expressed his own

sense of futility and his own wish to die. Without the use of

the persona Eliot might not have been able to express this at

all, for isn't it embarrassing for a young man to admit to feel-

ing so old? The persona makes it OK. For the same reason,

it is an evasion. As he develops his character, even Eliot for-

gets that this sense of futility and this wish to die are his own,

as well as Prufrock's. The persona makes it unnecessary for

him to confront the sources of these feelings or to explore their

consequences in himself. It functions like the Freudian dream,

fictionalizing what one does not want to know is real.

The problem is similar in James Dickey's "The Firebomb-

ing," the most famous persona poem of recent years. In his
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attack on the poem — an attack almost as famous as the poem

— Robert Bly says:

If the anguish in this poem were real, Ave would feel

terrible remorse as we read, we would stop what we

were doing, we would break the television set with an

axe, we would throve ourselves on the ground sobbing.

Oddly enough, Dickey, in the poem, accuses his persona of just

that indecent coldness of which Bly accused Dickey, and in

much the same terms:

My hat should crawl on my head

in streetcars, thinking of it,

the fat on my body should pale.

Over and over in the poem, Dickey makes clear the moral limits

of his persona, that ex-firebomber whose aesthetic relish in his

exploits was a function of his lack of imagination, his inability

to conceive of the persons he killed, and who lives ever after

in confusion and unresolved guilt.

The poem is not about the pleasure of war, but about the

failures of character which make war, or mechanized war, pos-

sible. And yet, Bly's criticism is not irrelevant. I, too, find

something in this poem which makes me uneasy, something

which has to do, I think, with the evasions permitted by the

use of the persona.

In an essay James Dickey wrote on the persona in poetry,

he says,

A true poet can write with utter convincingness about
"'his" career as a sex murderer, and then in the next

poem with equal conviction about tenderness and chil-

dren and self-sacrifice.

This is true. Even a poet who does not write "dramatic" poetry,

who writes only about himself, must experience all manner of

human emotions, since he uses the words which express these

emotions. As Whitman says.
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Latent in a great user of words, must be all passions,

crimes, trades, animals, stars, God, sex, the past, might,

space, metals, and the like — because these are the

words, and he who is not these, plays with a foreign

tongue, turning helplessly to dictionaries and authori-

ties.

I admire James Dickey for exposing the firebomber within him-

self — particularly since the firebomber does appear to be a

central facet of Dickey's makeup. It is a courageous act. Few
poets would be as willing to reveal their inner sickness, and we
can be sure that many poets seem healthier than Dickey only

because they tell us less about themselves.

Yet revelation alone is not sufficient. In the same essay on

the persona, Dickey has this curious sentence — curious for

what it fails to say:

The activity [of poetry] gives the poet a chance to con-

front and dramatize parts of himself that otherwise

would not have surfaced.

Between "confront" and "dramatize," aren't certain crucial

verbs missing? If Dickey does feel as close to his persona as

he seems to, if he feels within himself a deadness of imagination

regarding those whom he hurts, if he himself even vicariously

takes aesthetic pleasure in killing, can't we expect him, as a

poet, to explore this region of himself — not merely to drama-

tize it as though it belonged to another? We don't ask that he

suppress the firebomber within; on the contrary, we want him

to try to find out what it means in his own life. Thoreau said,

"Be it life or death, we crave only reality." Dickey does not

accept the risk of this search, the risk that in finding reality we

may find only death; that we may find no sources of transfigu-

ration, only regret and pain. Instead, he uses a persona as a way

out, in much the same way Eliot does.

In Earth House Hold, Gary Snyder points out that

The archaic and primitive ritual dramas, which ac-

knowledged all sides of human nature, including the
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destructive, demonic, and ambivalent, were liberating

and harmonizing.

Neither liberation nor harmony can result from ''The Firebomb-

ing," for the drama it enacts has no protagonist: now it is the

poet, now it is someone else invented to bear the onus the poet

does not care to take on himself. As a result, this poem trying

to clarify the sources of war adds to our confusion.

We can't understand this phenomenon in poetry — this

closed, unshared "I" — unless we look at its source, the closed

ego of modern man, the neurotic burden which to some degree

cripples us all. I mean that ego which separates us from the

life of the planet, which keeps us apart from one another, which

makes us feel self-conscious, inadequate, lonely, suspicious, pos-

sessive, jealous, awkward, fearful, and hostile; which thwarts

our deepest desire, which is to be one with all creation. We
moderns, who like to see ourselves as victims of life — victims

of the so-called "absurd" condition — are in truth its frustrated

conquerors. Our alienation is in proportion to our success in

subjugating it. The more we conquer nature, the more nature

becomes our enemy, and since we are, like it or not, creatures

of nature, the more we make an enemy of the very life within

us.

Alchemy, the search for the philosopher's stone, was, on the

surface, an attempt to master nature, to change base metals into

gold; secretly, however, it was a symbolic science, and its occult

aim was to propitiate the sexual, creative forces in nature, and

to transfigure the inner life. When chemistry finally overthrew

alchemy, in the seventeenth century, it was a decisive moment,

among all the other decisive moments of that century. Overtly

a quest for pure knowledge, chemistry derives its enormous

energy from the desire to subdue and harness.

This is the case, of course, with the whole scientific and

technological enterprise. The fatal moment was when the hu-

man mind learned the knack of detaching itself from what it

studied, even when what it studied was itself. The mind be-
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came pure will: immaterial, unattached, free of the traumas of

birth and death. Turned on any natural thing, the eye trained

to scientific objectivity and glowing with the impersonal spirit

of conquest, becomes a deathray. What it kills is the creative

relationship between man and thing. In the science fiction

stories that scientists sometimes write on the side, they often

reveal the fantasies of cosmic hostility which lurk unobserved

in their learned treatises.

Not long ago it was commonly supposed that the scientific

spirit would solve our social ills. We heard talk of a '"cultural

lag," according to which we had gained control over nature but

not yet over ourselves. Science was to cure that. We now
know that science is the trouble. I cannot forget how, in those

days when our involvement in Vietnam was just beginning, so

many social scientists blithely stepped forward to defend our

madness. They were not bloodthirsty men; for the most part

they were polite, mild, and well-meaning. But they saw Viet-

nam in geo-political terms, as an objective, technological prob-

lem, to be dealt with by technological and social-scientific

means. The United States undertook this most stupid of wars,

during which so many have died, die, and will die for nothing,

in exactly the same spirit in which it undertakes the exploration

of space — as a challenge to our technology: Can we do it?

Did I say, "die for nothing?" That is not quite it. They die

for science.

One might have thought the Americans would be more

likely to die for material gain. But no, America is not a ma-

terialist country. Perhaps there has never existed a people who

cared less for material. We despise it. The effort of our tech-

nology is to turn us into nearly immaterial beings who live in

a nearly immaterial world. Our most pervasive invention, plas-

tic, is an anti-material; it puts up no resistance, it never had its

own form, it is totally subject to our will, and relative to organic

materials, which return to the life-cycle, it is immortal. We
spend billions of dollars trying to render our bodies acceptable

to our alienated condition: as odorless, hairless, sanitary and

neutral as plastic. Americans who are white feel that the

black man with his greater physical grace, spontaneity, and
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""soul" resides closer to nature, and therefore regard him as a

traitor to mankind, and fear him.

This attempt to transcend materiality is, of course, a world

wide phenomenon, involving all countries and all races. It is

only that the white American has taken the lead. He is the one

marked and transfigured by the technological age — and I mean

""transfigured"' literally. What else can one make of the changes

that have come over the European face after it migrated to tech-

nological America? Contrast the ancestral faces one still sees

in Europe, contrast the faces in old paintings and photographs.

Is it just in my imagination that the American chin has thick-

ened, its very bones swollen, as if to repel what lies ahead?

And those broad, smooth, curving, translucent eyelids, that gave

such mystery to the eyes — is it my private delusion that they

have disappeared, permanently rolled themselves up, turning the

eyes into windows without curtains, not to be taken by surprise

again? And that the nose, the feature unique to man, the part

of him which moves first into the unknown, has become on

our faces a small, neat bump? Maybe only healthily large teeth

cause the lips to protrude, giving the all-American mouth its

odd, simian pucker.

That the human face has changed at all is, of course, a

question. I have perceptive friends who assure me the Ameri-

can face differs in no way from its European sources. These

things are all guesses, and guessing itself can make it so. But

Max Picard so loved the human face, so carefully meditated on
it, that I have to believe something of his sense of its fall. He
writes — and I choose a passage from The Human Face almost

at random:

In our day, it seems sometimes that were eternity but
to touch it, the face of a man must fall apart, even as
a ghost collapses at the touch of holy reality . . .

In such a face there is a fear that it may be the last.

It is timorous, lest from it be taken, and it cowers
within itself, it holds itself tightly, it becomes sharp
and shiny. Such a face is like polished metal. It is

alike a metallic model: cold. It is fashioned to endure.
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but not based upon eternity as were the faces of olden
days. Such a face watches constantly over itself. It

even fears to rest at night, so mistrustful is it of its

very own sleep.

I spent a year not long ago in Southern California. There

I saw men with these changed faces willing to do anything —
pollute, bulldoze, ravage, lay waste — as long as it made money.

That seemed in character. What surprised me was that they

were willing to do it even if it didn't make money. California

matters because it represents the future of the rest of us; it is

a huge mirror set up on the western shore of what we shall

become, just as the United States mirrors the future of the

world. The Asians, too, appear to adore our technology —
some of them doubtless worshipping it even while it burns them

to death.

5f Sf >{

Yet one sees signs around us of the efforts to reintegrate

ourselves with life. One sees it in poetry, perhaps particularly

in poetry. For poetry has taken on itself the task of breaking

out of the closed ego. To quote from Gary Snyder again:

Of all the streams of civilized tradition with roots in

the paleolithic, poetry is one of the few that can realis-

tically claim an unchanged function and a relevance

which will outlast most of the activities that surround

us today. Poets, as few others, must live close to the

world that primitive men are in: the world, in its

nakedness, which is fundamental for all of us — birth,

love, death; the sheer fact of being alive.

The first important poem of this new undertaking is Allen Gins-

berg's "Howl." It is the first modern poem fully to break out,

fully to open itself. It is a poem which consists of autobiogra-

phy, just as confessional poetry does; yet at the same time it

transcends autobiography and speaks on behalf of everyone.

"Howl" has become the most famous poem of its time less by

its "style" or "subject matter" than by this inner generosity.
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''Howl" suffers the self, it does not step around it. It gets

beyond personality by going through it. This is true of much

of the interesting poetry of today. It is one reason that Robert

Ely's prose-poems are so moving. For the first time in his

poetry, Ely in The Morning Glory speaks to us — and for us —
in his own voice. As one reads, the "1" in the poem becomes

oneself.

I am in a cliff-hollow, surrounded by fossils

and furry shells. The sea breathes and breathes

under the new moon. Suddenly it rises, hurrying

into the long crevices in the rock shelves, it rises

like a woman's belly as if nine months has passed in

a second; rising like milk to the tiny veins, it over-

flows like a snake going over a low wall.

I have the sensation that half an inch under

my skin there are nomad bands, stringy-legged men
with firesticks and wide-eyed babies. The rocks with

their backs turned to me have something spiritual in

them. On these rocks I am not afraid of death; death

is like the sound of the motor in an airplane as we
fly, the sound so steady and comforting. And I still

haven't found the woman I loved in some former life —
how could I, when I loved only once on this rock,

though twice in the moon, and three times in the

rising water. Two spirit-children leap toward me,
shouting, arms in the air. A bird with long wings
comes flying toward me in the dusk, pumping just over

the darkening waves. He has flown around the whole
planet, it has taken him centuries. He returns to me
the lean-legged runner laughing as he runs through the

stringy grasses, and gives back to me my buttons,

and the soft sleeves of my sweater.

The poem is personal yet common, open yet mysterious. For

the moment of the poem, I, too, have loved ''only once on this

rock, though twice in the moon, and three times in the rising

water."

We move toward a poetry in which the poet seeks an inner

liberation by going so deeply into himself — into the worst of

himself as well as the best— that he suddenly finds he is every-
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one. In James Wright's "The Life," whatever is autobiographi-

cal — and the reference in the first stanza must have its origin

in something very personal and particular in Wright's life — is

transmuted, opens out as the inner autobiography of us all:

Murdered, I went, risen.

Where the murderers are.

That black ditch

Of river.

And if I come back to my only country
With a white rose on my shoulder.

What is that to you?
It is the grave

In blossom.

It is the trillium of darkness.

It is hell, it is the beginning of winter.

It is a ghost town of Etruscans who have no names
Any more.

It is the old loneliness.

It is.

And it is

The last time.

That poem, and the following passage from John Logan's

poem, "Spring of the Thief," are among the great, self-tran-

scending moments of contemporary poetry.

Ekelof said there is a freshness

nothing can destroy in us —
not even we ourselves.

Perhaps that

Freshness is the changed name of God.

Where all the monsters also hide

I bear him in the ocean of my blood

and in the pulp of my enormous head.

He lives beneath the unkempt potter's grass

of my belly and chest.

I feel his terrible, aged heart

moving under mine . . . can see the shadows

of the gorgeous light
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that plays at the edges of his giant eye . . .

or tell the faint press and hum
of his eternal pool of sperm.

Like sandalwood! Like sandalwood!

the righteous man
perfumes the axe that falls on him.

The selflessness in these passages is the result of entering the

self, entering one's own pain and coming out on the other side,

no longer only James Wright or John Logan, but all men. The

voice is a particular recognizable voice; at the same time it mys-

teriously sheds personality and becomes simply the voice of a

creature on earth speaking.

If we take seriously Thoreau's dictum, "Be it life or death,

we crave only reality," if we are willing to face the worst in

ourselves, we also have to accept the risk I have mentioned,

that probing into one's own wretchedness one may just dig up

more wretchedness. What justifies the risk is the hope that in

the end the search may open and transfigure us. Many people

feel one shouldn't poke under the surface — that one shouldn't

tempt the gods or invite trouble, that one should be content to

live with his taboos unchallenged, with his repressions and po-

litenesses unquestioned; that just as the highest virtue in the

state is law and order, so the highest virtue of poetry is formal-

ity and morality — or if immorality, then in the voice of a

persona — and on the whole cheerful, or at least ironic, good

humor. In Tacoma, Washington, once, after a reading in which

I read certain poems that exposed my own wretchedness, a

woman came up and handed me a poem she had written during

the reading. There was a little hieroglyph for the signature.

Under it, it said, "If you want me, ask." The poem went like

this:

Galway Kinnel

Why
Are you in love with blood?

What
Dark part of your soul

Glories so

To wallow in gore?
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Deep in your mind there lies

Despair, disgust, disease.

When
Did the beauty of life

Go from your desolate soul?

How
Can life be sweet to you
Who hold a wondrous gift

And use it for

Depravity?

Your voice too is false

Your comments cruel

As the depths of your heart

Exalt in ugliness

And dwell

In death

Here
In the midst of life

You
Are a sickness.

I laughed later that night, when I read it. But the laughter died

quickly. For a long time I kept the poem pinned to the wall

above my desk, as a memento mori. It is a risk: it is possible

we will go on to the end feeding, with less and less relish, on

the bitter flesh of our heart. The worst is that we ourselves

may be the last to know that this is how we spent our life.

If much stands to be lost, however, it is true that every-

thing stands to be gained. What do we want more than that

oneness which bestows — which is — life? We want only to

be more alive, not less. And the standard of what it is to be

alive is very high. It was set in our infancy. Not yet divided

into mind and body, our mind still a function of our senses, we

laughed, we felt joyous connection with the things around us.

In adult life don't we often feel half-dead, as if we were just

brains walking around in corpses? The only sense we still re-

spect is eyesight, probably because it is so closely attached to

the brain. Go into any American house at random, you will

find something — a plastic flower, false tiles, some imitation
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panelling — something which can be appreciated as material

only if apprehended by eyesight alone. Don't we go sightseeing

in cars, thinking we can experience a landscape by looking at

it through glass? A baby takes pleasure in seeing a thing, yes,

but seeing is a first act. For fulfillment the baby must reach

out, grasp it, put it in his mouth, suck it, savor it, taste it,

manipulate it, smell it, physically be one with it. From here

comes our notion of heaven itself. Every experience of happi-

ness in later life is a stirring of that ineradicable memory of

once belonging wholly to the life of the planet.

Somehow it happened that the "mind" got separated from

the rest of us. It got specified as the self. In reality, the mind

is only a denser place in the flesh. Might we not just as well

locate our center in the genitals, or in the solar plexus? Or even

in that little shadow which Hesse describes, that goes from the

shoulder to the breast? We have to learn anew to take delight

in the physical life.

If I worship one thing more than another it shall

be the spread of my own body, or any part of it.

Translucent mould of me it shall be you!
Shaded ledges and rests it shall be you!
Firm masculine colter it shall be you!
Whatever goes to the tilth of me it shall be you!
You my rich blood! your milky stream pale strippings

of my life!

Breast that presses against other breasts it shall

be you!

My brain it shall be your occult convolutions!
Root of wash'd sweet-flag! timorous pond-snipe! nest

of guarded duplicate eggs! it shall be you!
Mix d tussled hay of head, beard, brawn, it shall be you!
Trickling sap of maple, fibre of manly wheat, it shall

be you!

Sun so generous it shall be you!
Vapors lighting and shading my face it shall be you!
You sweaty brooks and dews it shall be you!
Winds whose soft-tickling genitals rub against me it

shall be you!
Broad muscular fields, branches of live oak, loving

lounger in my winding paths, it shall be you!
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Hands I have taken, face I have kiss'd, mortal I have
ever touch'd, it shall be you.

I dote on myself, there is that lot of me and all

so luscious . . .

The great thing about Whitman is that he knew all of our

being must be loved, if we are to love any of it. I have often

thought there should be a book called Shit, telling us that what

comes out of the body is no less a part of reality, no less sacred,

than what goes into it; only a little less nourishing. It's a mat-

ter of its moment in the life-cycle: food eaten is on the cross,

at its moment of sacrifice, while food eliminated is at its moment

of ascension. There is a divine madness, remember; and if you

dismiss the exuberance of self-love, you may be left with an

impeccable reasonableness, but a dead body.

In the tale of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, the vicious, animal

half of the man escapes the control of the civilized, rational half

and destroys it. The story is a Victorian fantasy which plays

out the dread of nature; it is also a true myth of repression and

its consequences. I wonder if the tale shouldn't be rewritten,

with a happy ending? How would it be if, in his nightly cruis-

ing, Mr. Hyde should discover the possibility of tender love?

What would happen if he came back to the fearful, overly

mental, Puritan, self-enclosed Dr. Jekyll and converted him, so

that they went out cruising together; or else, if he came back

and seduced him? This conjectural version of the story would

assume that the blame for their disharmony lay more with Dr.

Jekyll than with Mr. Hyde, and it would look primarily to

Mr. Hyde for their salvation.

Many ancient stories tell of the mating of man and animal

— the Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde of nature. It seems always to

be a female human and a male animal who mate, never the re-

verse. Of course, around farms men have always copulated

with animals, and it would be difficult to render this act into

an instructive myth, since the men use the animals, if not rape

them. In Colin Wilson's Encyclopedia of Murder, he records

the case of a man who preliminary to killing someone would

fuck a goose, or after fucking a goose would kill someone, how-
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ever you like to look at it — the basic pathology is clear. But

the basic reason is that women — at least in the imagination of

men — reside closer to nature, feel less threatened by it, are

more willing to give themselves up to it. Leda undoubtedly

knows terror as she lies under the swan — for in matings be-

tween beings so alien there must be an element of rape — but

she also knows exaltation, as she gives herself to the natural

life. Therefore men always depict the Muse as female; and in

this sense the poet knows himself to be of a more feminine

disposition than the banker.

Muses resemble women who creep out at night to give

themselves to unknown sailors and return to talk of

Chinese pocelain — porcelain is best made, a Japanese

critic has said, where the conditions of life are hard —
or of the Ninth Symphony — virginity renews itself

like the moon — except that the Muses sometimes
form in those low haunts their most lasting attach-

ments.

So wrote Yeats. If one chooses, one can think of the muse
in less fanciful terms, as Gary Snyder does:

Widely speaking, the muse is anything other that

touches you and moves you. Be it a mountain range,

a band of people, the morning star, or a diesel genera-
tor. Breaks through the ego-barrier. But this touching-
deep is as a mirror, and man in his sexual nature has

found the clearest mirror to be his human lover.

Let me turn for a moment, then, to that widely used — or per-

haps not so widely used — sentence, "1 love you.'' Who is the

"I?" Who is the "you?" Everyone except people who make
scientific studies of love admits that love is a force of a kind

which transcends person and personality. Wasn't Gatsby's

most devastating put-down of the love between Tom and Daisy
to say that it was "only personal?" Plato was eloquent in per-

suading us that love is a transcendent force, but in his dream,

the loved person, and indeed the whole realm in which love

takes place, turn into rubble. For the Christians, too, love
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transcended person and personality; it was not the man or

woman, but the image of God in the person, that one loved.

The Christians, unfortunately, were unable to permit this love

to include sexual love, for it was too much for them to conceive

of God as having sexual intercourse with himself through the

instrumentality of his images.

D. H. Lawrence wrote an odd little poem on the subject:

I wish I knew a woman
who was like a red fire on the hearth
glowing after the day's restless draughts.

So that one could draw near her
in the red stillness of the dusk
and really take delight in her

without having to make the polite effort of loving her
or the mental effort of making her acquaintance.

Without having to take a chill, talking to her.

It isn't always easy to know when Lawrence is serious and when
he is joking. As a rule of thumb, probably serious. But this

union deeper than personality, as Lawrence of course knew, is

not to be had that way. As with poetry, so with love: it is

necessary to go through the personality to reach beyond it.

Short of a swan descending from heaven, the great moments of

sexual love are not between strangers, but between those who
know and care for each other, and who then pass beyond each

other, becoming nameless creatures enacting the primal sexual-

ity of all life.

It is curious that sexual love, which is the only sacred ex-

perience of most lives on this earth, is a religion without a Book.

Even the Kama Sutra is too much like a sex manual. It is a re-

ligion that has many poems, though, and I would like to quote

two of them, the first D. H. Lawrence's "River Roses," a match-

less account of the casting off of selves:

By the Isar, in the twilight

We were wandering and singing.

By the Isar, in the evening

We climbed the huntsman's ladder and sat swinging
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In the fir-tree overlooking the marshes.

While the river met with river, and the ringing

Of their pale-green glacier water filled the evening.

By the Isar, in the twilight

We found the dark wild roses

Hanging red at the river; and simmering

Frogs were singing, and over the river closes

Was savour of ice and of roses; and glimmering

Fear was abroad. We whispered: ""No one knows us.

Let it be as the snake disposes

Here in this simmering marsh.""

The separate egos vanish; the wand of cosmic sexuality rules.

The following poem, section 5 from ""Song of Myself,""

though not ostensibly a love poem, obviously has its source in

a love experience. It is the kind of poem Dr. Jekyll would

write, after his seduction by Mr. Hyde.

Loafe with me on the grass, loose the stop from your
throat.

Not words, not music or rhyme I want, not custom or

lecture, not even the best.

Only the lull I like, the hum of your valved voice.

I mind how once we lay such a transparent summer
morning.

How you settled your head athwart my hips and gently
turn"d over upon me.

And parted the shirt from my bosom-bone, and plunged
your tongue to my bare-stript heart.

And reach"d till you felt my beard, and reach"d till

you held my feet.

Swiftly arose and spread around me the peace and knowl-
edge that pass all the argument of the earth.

And I know that the hand of God is the promise of my
own.

And I know that the spirit of God is the brother of my
own.

And that all the men ever born are also my brothers, and
the women my sisters and lovers.

And that a kelson of the creation is love.
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And limitless are leaves stiff or drooping in the fields.

And brown ants in the little wells beneath them.
And mossy scabs of the worm fence, heap'd stones, elder,

mullein and poke-weed.

>i- a- H-

The death of the self I seek, in poetry and out of poetry,

is not a drying up or withering. It is a death, yes, but a death

out of which one might hope to be reborn more giving, more
alive, more open, more related to the natural life. I have never

felt the appeal of that death of self certain kinds of Buddhism

describe — that death which purges us of desire, which removes

us from our loves. For myself, I would like a death that would

give me more loves, not fewer. And greater desire, not less.

Isn't it possible that to desire a thing, to truly desire it, is a form

of having it? I suppose nothing is stronger than fate — if fate

is that amount of vital energy allotted each of us — but if any-

thing were stronger, it would not be acquiescence, the coming

to want only what one already has, it would be desire, desire

which rises from the roots of one's life and transfigures it.

This Navajo night-chant, which is no more than an expres-

sion of desire, gives whoever says it with his whole being, at

least for the moment of saying it, and who knows, perhaps

forever, everything he asks.

Tse'gihi.

House made of dawn.

House made of evening light.

House made of the dark cloud.

House made of male rain.

House made of dark mist.

House made of female rain.

House made of pollen.

House made of grasshoppers.

Dark cloud is at the door.

The trail out of it is dark cloud.

The zigzag lightning stands high upon it.

Male deity!

Your offering I make.

I have prepared a smoke for you.
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Restore my feet for me.

Restore my legs for me.

Restore my body for me.

Restore my mind for me.

This very day take out your spell for me.

Your spell remove for me.

You have taken it away for me.

Far off it has gone.

Happily 1 recover.

Happily my interior becomes cool.

Happily I go forth.

My interior feeling cool, may I walk.

No longer sore, may I walk.

Impervious to pain, may I walk.

With lively feelings may I walk.

As it used to be long ago, may I walk.

Happily may I walk.

Happily, with abundant dark clouds, may I walk.

Happily, with abundant showers, may I walk.

Happily, with abundant plants, may I walk.

Happily, on the trail of pollen, may I walk.

Happily may I walk.

Being as it used to be long ago, may I walk.

May it be beautiful before me.

May it be beautiful behind me.
May it be beautiful below me.
May it be beautiful above me.
May it be beautiful all around me.
In beauty it is finished.
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CONTRIBUTORS

RAFAEL ALBERTI, the great Span-

ish poet whose work spans so much
of this century, needs no introduc-

tion here. His translator MARK
STRAND plans to publish a volume
of Alberti's selected poems some-

time next year.

RAY AMOROSl has published

poems in several magazines. His

first book of poems, Marie Guadel-

lajo, is looking for a publisher.

MARGARET ATWOOD'S books

include The Circle Came, The Ani-

mals In That Country, and Power
Politics, poems, and The Edible

Woman, a novel.

MARVIN BELL'S new book-length

sequence. The Escape Into You, will

be published next fall by Atheneum.
A pamphlet of ten miscellaneous

poems. Woo Havoc, is due soon

from Thomas Lux's Barn Dream
Press.

MICHAEL BENEDIKT'S latest col-

lection is Sky (Wesleyan), The

poems in this issue will appear in

his next book. Mole Notes, to be

published in the fall,

GARY CILDNER'S poem "Heart

Attack" will be in his new collec-

tion, Digging for Indians, to be pub-

lished in September by the Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh Press. Gildner

received a National Endowment
grant for 1971. He will be living

in Vermont next year, writing and

skiing.

ZBIGNIEW HERBERT is Poland's

foremost poet. He has won many
awards, among them the distin-

guished Austrian Federal Prize for

European Literature. He writes ra-

dio plays and essays on literature as

well. Presently he is a guest at the

University of California at Los An-
geles.

RODERICK JELLEMA teaches crea-

tive writing and modern poetry at

Maryland, is director of the annual
Maryland conference on poetry, is

working with William Stafford "on
the early stages of something called

the Washington Poetry Center," and
has published poems in numerous
small magazines.

GALWAY KINNELL'S poem in this

issue is part of his new long poem.
The Book of Nightmares, due to ap-

pear this summer from Houghton
Mifflin. His essay, which will even-

tually form part of a book-length

study of poetry, had its first form as

a lecture given at Oberlin during a

recent series on Contemporary

American Literature.

In an earlier issue we mistakenly

located GREG KUZMA at the Uni-

versity of Montana, where some

may still be searching for him. Be

it known, then, that he was then and

still is, teaching at the University of

Nebraska, where he edits the maga-

zine Pebble and is proprietor of the

Best Cellar Press, Ithaca House will

do his book Song for Someone Go-

ing Away some time this year.

JOHN MCKERNAN grew up in

Omaha, Nebraska. He teaches at

Marshall University and edits the

Little Review.

JOHN MELLA appeared in FIELD

#3 and our note on him in that is-

sue still holds good.
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lA^. S. MERWIN'S latest books are

The Miner's Pale Children, prose,

and The Carrier of Ladders, poetry.

DAVID RAY is the author of X-

Rays and Dragging the Main. Re-

cently appointed to a teaching posi-

tion at the University of Missouri

at Kansas City, he will be the new
editor of The University of Kansas

City Review.

EUGENE RUGGLES, who has pub-

lished poems in several magazines,

received a National Endowment for

the Arts grant last year. At present

he is living on a sheep ranch north

of San Francisco, where he is much
involved with a free school for

young children.

TOM SCHMIDT has published

poems and stories in a number of

magazines. A selection of his poems
is scheduled to appear in the an-

thology, New: American and Cana-
dian Poetry, edited by John Gill. He
lives in Fair Oaks, California.

DENNIS SCHMITZ has been a reg-

ular contributor to FIELD. His first

collection. We Weep for our

Strangeness, was 1969 Prize Win-

ner in The Big Table Series of

Younger Poets. A pamphlet of his

recent work. Double Exposures, de-

signed by the artist Forbes White-

side, is to be published shortly in a

limited edition by the Triskelion

Press.

RICHARD SOMMER, born in Min-

nesota and educated at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota and Harvard, has

taught at Sir George Williams Uni-

versity in Montreal since 1962.

WILLIAM STAFFORD'S latest col-

lection is Allegiances (Harper and

Row). He is presently Poetry Con-

sultant at the Library of Congress.

TOMAS TRANSTROMER, the fin-

est of the younger Swedish poets,

was represented in FIELD #1 by

translations and an appreciation by

Robert Bly. "Skiss i Oktober,"

printed here, is previously unpub-

lished. The other two poems are

from his 1966 volume, Klanger och

Spar (Bonniers).
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